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Picture Palaces
Northern Sri Lanka’s everyday photographic
practices cannot be understood without examining
the significant role played by framing shops or
padamadams often named ‘picture palaces’.

Gods and Grandmothers
Framers prepare photographs including
memorial portraits and other images ranging from
divine prints to glamour shots of film stars for
safeguarding and display. Such constellations made
up of framed portrayals of Hindu gods or Catholic
saints and icons, late family members and Tamil
cinema legends adorn the interior walls of
households and local shops alongside calendars
and magazine cut-outs. The former are incorporated
into daily worship and ritual with offerings of
flowers and incense made to deities and ancestors.
Wedding photographs and other memorable family
portraits were typically displayed in standing
frames atop cabinets or cupboards and other places
of pride in domestic spaces. Where the threat of
loss and destruction, whether instituted by war
and political violence or digital obsolescence was
ever-present, the framed image evoked persistence
and continuity. Interweaving divine and human,
they encompassed the entanglements of life, death
and spirit. It is the work of picture framers in their
making of simple and elaborate structures to house
images, that make such practices possible.

War and Death
During the war years, funerary and memorial
practices became intensely politicized in the
service of the aspirant Tamil nation-state.
Cultural production and the re-making of
northern Sri Lanka’s visual-material landscape
emphasized demands and representations of
patriotic self-sacrifice towards cultivating a
dutiful citizenry. Vivid displays of martyrs’ portraits
and neighbourhood ‘shrines’ and ‘honour rolls’
commemorating those who had died in the armed
struggle for an independent homeland shaped
the aesthetics and visual economies of northern
Tamil death. Everyday war losses, overlooked and
discounted by the Sri Lankan state, required
greater visibility and prominence. The 2004 Indian
Ocean Tsunami, too, resulted in a greater demand
for decorative memorial portraits and frames to
remember lost loved ones.1

Today, gilded frames embellished with plastic beads,
flowers, lamps and twinkling electric lights are
popular among framing shop patrons. Altar-like
frames are patiently made-to-order in workshops
and dispatched across the north and east, and are
even purchased by expatriates visiting their
hometowns from overseas.

Making and Keeping 2
Photographer and picture framer, Sunthareshan
started making memorial frames as part of his
studio practice after noticing an increase in demand
following the Tsunami.
‘We get orders for these almost every day,’ Sunthareshan mused. ‘Even from those living abroad.’
Framing shops were also a surprisingly rich repository of photography that charted their own histories
of picturing.
‘As long as we are here, these will also be here,’
Sunthareshan observed one day as he organized
well over a hundred unclaimed framed images
gathered over the years. ‘After what we have gone
through, we understand that people are not always
able to come back for their pictures. It is difficult to
make the space and keep cleaning these, but who
knows, maybe one day someone will come back
looking for their photos and we must be ready to
return them to their owners.’
Nesan established his Jaffna town padamadam
over 20 years ago and kept uncollected images in a
storeroom at the back of his workshop.
‘It is my obligation to keep these photos, he said
bringing out an old suitcase tied up with a strip
of cloth in which he kept all the uncollected
photographs.
Most were memorial portraits. A scattering of
graduation pictures and official group portraits
were also left behind. There were several wedding
photographs, family photographs of children, babies,
young couples, elderly parents and relatives visiting
from overseas. These charted the community’s
displacements and dispersals pictured against
unidentifiable foreign backdrops.

I will keep these for as long as I have this shop,’
Nesan said. ‘These are important, whether people
come back for them or not.’
Where movement and displacement had become so
central to Tamil existence in the north, studios as
well as framing shops played a conscious role in
preserving its visual-material histories, whether it
was the history of the practice or those life histories
of individuals unable to collect their images, in
anticipation of a possible someday.

Afterlives
This function of studios and frame shops as
custodians would be life-changing for some.
When I met Chandradevi in Colombo, she had
just returned from visiting her son in Toronto.
The seventy-year-old lived between Toronto and her
daughter’s home. Following the politically-motivated
murder of her husband in Jaffna, Chandradevi was
left to raise her two young children alone on an
administrative salary. When the fighting between
the government forces and the Tamil militancy
escalated, she was compelled to flee after
harrowing negotiations to secure passes for
her children.
‘We had to leave suddenly and left everything. I lost
my wedding photograph. I only returned to Jaffna in
2002 during the ceasefire, more than 10 years later.
Our house had been occupied by some squatters
who had taken a liking to the frame my wedding
photo was in. They took it to a local studio and asked
for one of their photographs to be put in that frame.
The studio owner thought my wedding photograph
was very beautifully shot, even if he had not taken
the picture himself. He gave them the frame and
kept my photo. When I went back, he happened
to see me in the neighbourhood and approached
me through someone I knew, and returned my
photograph to me! I was so happy! It meant so much
especially since my husband died. Now my son has
made copies of this, so I keep one in Toronto and
I keep one here,’ she said bringing out the framed
original to show me.
Framing practices associated with photography
were integral to practices of embellishment and
elevation in northern Sri Lanka’s photographic
practices.

Beyond display, however, picture framers also
took their role as makers, keepers and preservers
seriously, adapting their work to the needs and
uncertainties of war loss.

[1] It is estimated that 31,000+ Sri Lankans died in
the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami. A further 4000+
are believed to be missing.

[2] Framing shops and their contents were

rephotographed and documented with gratitude
to Mr Sunthareshan* and Mr Nesan*, Jaffna. Many
thanks also to Mrs Chandradevi*, Colombo.
(Names and contextual details have been changed
for privacy).
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